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At SYR, we’re on a mission to prove that 
cost, design, functionality and sustainability 
don’t have to be mutually exclusive. We’re 

all about making innovative things in an 
innovative way, so when you’re being 

challenged to deliver more for less we can 
step in and step up to help.

We’re in it for the long haul and hope you 
can join us on the journey……

Kimberley Young
Global CEO

Welcome to our New
2020/2021 Catalog



EXCELLENCE IN CLEANING SINCE 1954

PHONE: +1 816 232 4100

Since the very beginning, our unique cleaning systems have been carefully designed and built to last, an
ethos that is still very present in everything we manufacture today. Innovation and invention is very much at

the heart of who we are, with  our Research and Development team always busy creating new products to
bring to the market. Our global growth has proceeded at such a rate since 1954 that today we have three

manufacturing bases in Great Britain, USA and China.

Please give us a call to have a chat about any of our products or services
and how we can help your business.

ONLINE OFFICE OFFICE HOURS

Email 
contact@syrclean.com

Web
syrclean.com

Scot Young Research Inc,
5810 Corporate Drive, St. Joseph,

Missouri, 64507
United States of America

Mon-Fri 
8:00am to 4:30pm

Shipping Hours: Mon-Fri
8:00am to 3:30pm

Contact Us



WE MANUFACTURE
We are a long established manufacturer 
of quality cleaning products.

WE INVENT
We are serious about product
functionality, it forms the heart of
SYR design philosophy.

WE CONSIDER
We are conscious of the environmental 
impact our business has, and take steps 
to re-use, reduce and recycle.

WE ARE
Dedicated to helping cleaning
organisations since 1954 with
our carefully designed unique
cleaning systems.

WE FOCUS
We are passionate about cleaning
innovation and training, wanting to share 
our industry knowledge and expertize.

WE SUPPORT
Our unrivalled reputation for quality has 
established us as a trusted manufacturer 
of choice across industry sectors.



WE LEAD

THE WAY

WE HAVE A PASSION 

FOR OUR WORK

WE ACT WITH

INTEGRITY

WE ARE

ONE TEAM

WE COMMUNICATE 

FEARLESSLY

WE DELIVER THE 

VERY BEST

innovating and

inventing every day

putting people at the heart of 

everything we do

creating a positive,

functioning work environment

together we make

the difference

to build open and

honest relationships

holding ourselves

accountable in all we do

Scot Young Research’s unrivalled reputation for quality has established us as a trusted manufacturer of choice 
across a range of industry sectors. We understand what makes each sector unique and, as a manufacturer, have 
the capability to design and produce bespoke products to perfectly match these requirements. Our expertize in 
cleaning helps teams meet their organisational goals, whilst our global logistical capabilities, combined with our 

strong customer focus, enable us to exceed service expectations.

Our team all share the same values and purpose, yet every one of us is unique and offer our own experiences
and knowledge that others may not possess. We recognize that none of us is as smart as all of us and we value 

the contribution every individual makes to the success of our business. We communicate openly with each
other, sharing our thoughts, opinions and ideas with members; as well as taking into consideration what

others have to say. We are honest and straightforward, fostering friendship, loyalty and promoting a sense
of fun into our working life.

We will Create a Safe and Simplified World of Cleaning, Through the 
Manufacture of Fit for Purpose, Innovative Products that Deliver 

Unique and Effective Cleaning Solutions

Our Values



SYR 6 Principles of
Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR)

        THE ENVIRONMENT
We take our environmental and social responsibility 
extremely seriously and we are committed to 
developing our business towards ecological, social 
and economic sustainability.

        COMMUNITY
We are committed to making a positive contribution 
to the communities in which we operate.

        STAKEHOLDERS
SYR strive to ensure that everyone with external 
trading and other relationships understand the 
standards of business engagement expected of 
them.

        FAIR OPERATING
We will treat all current or potential employees, 
business partners and other stakeholders honestly 
and fairly and without prejudice.

        EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
Our staff are our most important asset. Within our 
staff is embedded our standards, our culture, our 
business ethos and our future.

        SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
We recognize the opportunity to develop the 
business sustainably which creates value for the 
benefit of our business and shareholders.

Corporate Social ResponsibilitySUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS



SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTSCorporate Social Responsibility



Icon Key

EXCELLENCE
IN CLEANING
SINCE 1954

INTERCHANGE COMPATIBLE
Works as part of the SYR Interchange 
system.

WORKS WITH

STRING MOPPING
Works with traditional string mopping.

WORKS WITH

SOCKET MOPPING
Works with traditional socket mopping.

ECO-FRIENDLY
This icon ensures a product fits our 
sustainable standards.

WORKING WATER
The practical water capacity when using a 
sieve or wringer which allows for the water 
to drain away from the basket.

US QUARTS TOTAL CAPACITY
The volume of water that will fit in a bucket 
when filled to the brim. This value can give 

an idea of the overall size of the product.

WORKS WITH FLAT

MOPPING

Works with traditional flat mopping.

17
QT CPTY

CUSTOMIZABLE
Any product with this icon can be tailored 
to your brand with the option of printing 
your logo.
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Safety SignsRISK MANAGEMENT
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Risks should be controlled so that 

cleaners, and any other users of 

buildings, are kept safe and free from 

danger of injury. 

SLIPS AND TRIPS

Slips and trips remain the single most common cause of 
major injury in UK workplaces. The process of cleaning 
can create slip and trip hazards, especially for those 
entering the area being cleaned, such as the cleaners. 
Examples include smooth floors left damp and slippery, 
trailing wires from a vacuum or buffing machine, which 
can present a trip hazard.

An effective cleaning regime requires a good 
management system to help you identify problem 
areas, decide what to do, act on decisions made 
and check that the steps have been effective. Good 
communication is also needed at all levels to ensure 
messages are effective and the right action is taken, e.g. 
between equipment and chemical suppliers to ensure 
suitability of a product for the type of contaminant and 
floor.

PREVENTION

Effective training and supervision is essential to 
ensure cleaning is undertaken to the correct standard. 
Cleaners need to be informed of their duties and why 
the cleaning needs to be undertaken in a particular 
way or at a particular time. Lack of understanding can 
lead to inappropriate short-cuts. Contamination is 
implicated in almost all slip accidents. Regular and 
effective cleaning to remove contamination helps to 
reduce accidents. People often slip on floors that have 
been left wet after cleaning. Stop pedestrian access 
to smooth wet floors by using barriers, locking doors, 
or cleaning in sections. Signs and cones only warn of a 
hazard, they do not prevent people from entering the 
area. If the spill is not visible, they are usually ignored.

Safety Signs 
Keep People Safe

RISK MANAGEMENTSafety Signs

syrclean.com 2



SAFEGUARD-R CAUTION SIGN
100% recycled durable moulded
polypropylene safety warning sign. Printed 
using a unique in-mould print injection, which 
ensures high resolution images.

S0340000 - Safeguard-R caution sign

NON-TIP SAFETY 

SIGN
Durable polypropylene 
folding ‘A’ sign displaying 
‘Caution Wet Floor’ in 
both English and Spanish.

TALL CAUTION SIGN
Durable polypropylene 
caution sign displaying 
‘Caution Wet Floor’ in 
both English and Spanish.

993057ES - Eng/Sp 940270 - Eng/Spa 

Safety SignsRISK MANAGEMENT

syrclean.com3



DRY-N-SAFE KIT
The all in one solution for 
emergency spillages.

DRY-N-SAFE KIT W/

RAPID MOP
The super speedy all 
in one solution for 
emergency spillages.

500902 - Dry-n-safe kit

500903 - Dry-n-safe kit w/rapid mop

KIT CONTAINS:
1x Tall Caution Cone
1x Set of Tool Holders
1x Interchange Handle
1x Polysweep Frame
1x Super Drying Mophead

KIT CONTAINS:
1x Tall Caution Cone
2x Sets of Tool Holders
4x Casters
1x Interchange Handle
1x Polysweep Frame
1x Super Drying Mophead
1x Rapid Mop
1x Microfiber Head
1x Water Bottle

2” CASTERS
Silent casters which fit onto Dry-N-Safe kit.

K970290 - 2” caster

SPILL MANAGEMENT KIT
The premium spill kit. Sweep up 
breakages, squeegee and mop 
the floor and leave it dry. Color 
coded squeegee brush.

S0204291 - Red
S0204292 - Blue

S0204293 - Green
S0204294 - Yellow

KIT CONTAINS:
1x Rapid Response Cone
1x Dual Mop
2x Microfiber Heads
2x Dry Mophead
1x Lipped Lobby Pan
1x Squeegee Brush

RISK MANAGEMENTSpill Management

syrclean.com 4

great 
for glass 
breakages



Mopping SystemsMOPPING

SUPER 
MOPPING 

COMBO

syrclean.com5



MJ COMBO
Durable mop bucket and wringer with a strong pick up and 
go handle and easy 3” silent swivel casters. 

COLOR CODED

ROBUST DESIGN

WATER SAVING

501401R-S  - Red
501401B-S  - Blue
501401GR-S  - Gray

501401G-S  - Green 
501401Y-S  - Yellow

MOPPINGMopping Systems

3 inch super 
quiet casters

multi 
lingual 
print

syrclean.com 6
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Double BucketMOPPING

DOUBLE BUCKET INSERT
Works with the MJ Combo, Wrangler
and MJ Evolve to provide a separate

dirty water compartment when mopping.

940926 - Insert

CHANGE INTO A DOUBLE BUCKET

& KEEP THE CLEAN WATER CLEANER

The use of a double bucket system promotes 
efficient cleaning and disinfection, as the
majority of the dirt picked up by the mop
ends up in the dirty/waste bucket, rather
than in the cleaning solution. 

TRANSFORM 
YOUR BUCKET

fits easily into 
the MJ combo, 
MJ Evolve and 
Wrangler combo

syrclean.com7



> Reducing water
   consumption
> Reducing plastic
   waste over 
   its lifetime
> Reducing
   chemical
   usage
> Recycling
   materials
   destined 
   for landfill
> Reducing volume
   of waste being
   sent to landfill

We use our manufacturing 

expertize and state of the 

art production techniques 

to minimise product waste 

and maximise product life 

expectancy whilst creating a 

product that will support the 

environment through:

REIMAGINED
RECYCLED PLASTICS

syrclean.com 8
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Eco Mopping SystemsMOPPING

TC20-R 
Strong carry handle and sturdy legs with 3” casters & color 
coded wringer. Accepts String mops from 12 to 18 ounces. 
Made from a durable recycled plastic.

S0332291 - Red
S0332292 - Blue

S0332293 - Green
S0332294 - Yellow

MADE USING 
RECYCLED 
PLASTIC

syrclean.com9

> Easy glide 3” rubber swivel casters

> Ergonomic wringer

> 14 US Quarts working water

> Color-coded strong pick up and go handle to  

    avoid cross contamination

> Incredibly durable and tough

> White clean and bold print

> Made from recycled plastic wherever possible

14
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MOPPINGEco Mopping Systems

syrclean.com 10

WRANGLER COMBO
Durable mop bucket and wringer with a strong pick up 
and go handle and easy 3” swivel casters. Made from a 
hard-wearing recycled plastic.

962001  - Red
962001B  - Blue

962001G  - Green 
962001Y  - Yellow

> Easy glide silent swivel casters

> Incredibly durable and tough

> Strong pick up and go handle

> Color-coded wringer to avoid cross contamination

> White clean and bold multilingual bucket print

> Made from recycled plastic wherever possible

REDUCES

WATER USAGE

COLOR

CODED

RECYCLED

CONTENT

ergonom
ic

operating height

17
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Mopping System SeparatesMOPPING

syrclean.com11

E5 WRINGER
Tough polymer construction silent wringer. Fits both MJ and 
Wrangler buckets.

WRANGLER BUCKET
Durable mop bucket  with a strong pick up and go handle 
and easy 3” swivel casters.  Made from hard-wearing
recycled plastic.

MJ BUCKET
Durable mop bucket  with a strong pick up and go handle 
and easy 3” swivel casters. 

HANG ON BUCKET
Color coded hand buckets which can be fitted to the MJ 
combo, MJ Evolve,  Wrangler combo and NU Combine 2.

940919 - Red
940920 - Blue
940303 - Gray

962011 - Wrangler Bucket

940915-S - Red
940916-S - Blue
940918-S - Gray

940921 - Green
940304 - Yellow

940917-S - Green
940914-S - Yellow

950051 - Red 
950053 - Blue

950052 - Green
950050 - Yellow

17
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LADY PICK UP AND GO SYSTEM
The perfect kit for general everyday string 
mopping tasks. Durable polypropylene build.

K970290 - 2” caster

501602 - Red
501603 - Blue

501606 - Red
501607 - Blue

4pc Handle

Standard handle

501609 - Green
501604 - Yellow

501610 - Green
501608 - Yellow

BULLDOG 2 COMBO
The perfect kit for general everyday socket 
mopping tasks. Durable polypropylene build.

959130 - Red
959110 - Blue

959140 - Green
959150 - Yellow

KIT CONTAINS:
1 x 4pc Handle/standard handle
1 x SYRTex bulldog blended mop
1 x Bulldog mopping system

KIT CONTAINS:
1 x 4pc Handle/standard handle
1 x SYRTex blended mop
1 x Lady mopping system

MOPPINGMopping Kits

syrclean.com 12
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Tried and tested in market leading businesses for 30+ years, meet 
the SYR Interchange family of professional cleaning equipment.

STRONG 

CONNECTION

EASY

TO USE

COLOR 

CODED

WIDE VARIETY 

OF TOOLS

syrclean.com13
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36” ALUMINUM INTERCHANGE HANDLE W/SWIVEL GRIP
Made from a heavy duty aluminium with durable Interchange ferrule and swivel hanging grip.

48” ALUMINUM INTERCHANGE HANDLE W/SWIVEL GRIP
Made from a heavy duty aluminium with durable Interchange ferrule and swivel hanging grip.

53” ALUMINUM INTERCHANGE HANDLE W/SWIVEL GRIP
Made from a heavy duty aluminium with durable Interchange ferrule and swivel hanging grip.

60” ALUMINUM INTERCHANGE HANDLE W/SWIVEL GRIP
Made from a heavy duty aluminium with durable Interchange ferrule and swivel hanging grip.

60” KWIKI MOP HOLDER
Plastic String mop holder complete with aluminum handle.

940564 - Red
940565 - Blue

The SYR Interchange range of handles can be used to fit a multitude 
of cleaning products. There are various size options available meaning 
there is an Interchange handle for most cleaning and maintenance 
tasks.  Our unique range allows tools to be swapped easily onto the 
same handle, this means less items to carry and one handle does it all.

look out for the
SYR Interchange
compatible logo

MOPPING

940178-S - Red
940176-S - Blue
920045 - Black

940177-S - Green
940179-S - Yellow

940182 - Red
940180 - Blue
940183 - Black

940181 - Green
940184 - Yellow

940872-S - Red
940873-S - Blue
920040 - Black

950007 - Red
950008 - Blue
500023 - Black

940875-S - Green
940874-S - Yellow

950009 - Green
950010 - Yellow

syrclean.com 14
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Color Coding
In Cleaning
Reducing the Risk of Cross-Contamination

In the late 1990’s the British Institute of Cleaning Science (BICSc) began to develop a 
universal color code which would be recommended for use in the UK cleaning industry. This 
process of color coding became so successful it is now adopted throughout the rest of the 
world. 

Color coded cleaning is the process of designating colors to cleaning equipment in certain areas 
of a venue, reducing the spread of germs across areas and increasing hygiene throughout a 
business or home. The four main colors used to separate out areas - such as bars, public areas, 
kitchen & food preparation areas and restrooms - are red, blue, green and yellow.

To help prevent 
bacteria from your 
restroom or kitchen 
entering your lobby

To help prevent 
bacteria from 
your restaurant or 
building

To help prevent grease 
from your kitchen 
being transferred into 
the lobby, which will 
increase slips and falls

To help prevent 
bacteria from 
entering your 
kitchen or lobby

Red = Kitchen/
Back of House

Yellow = 
Restroom

Blue = Lobby/
Front of House

Green = 
Outdoors

Where is Color Coding Used and Who Uses It?
The color coordination of cleaning products can vary from business to business and the system you 
choose is entirely up to you. However, the above guide is the most broadly accepted system that most 
catering establishment adhere to. The color you assign to each area is your choice, so long as your 
staff members are trained on the system you choose.

Choosing to employ a color system in your workplace can make cleaning easy, efficient and in turn 
increase general hygiene and cleanliness.

Color CodingMOPPING

syrclean.com15



The Benefits of Color Coding
- Reduces potential risk of cross contamination
- Encourages proper product use
- Quick visual indicator for managers
- Removes language barriers
- Simplifies training a diverse workforce
- Easy to separate and organize tools
- Increases consumer confidence in cleanliness
- Reduces risk of spread of infections

Using a single mop to clean every floor in a 
restaurant, for example, can spread bacteria 
from the washrooms and toilets to kitchen 
and food preparation areas. This carries with 
it an inherent risk of cross contamination and 
consequently, illness. Applying a color coded 
system to segregate sensitive areas from one-
another is the most efficient and effective way
of reducing the risk of cross contamination.

Why is Color Coding so useful

MOPPINGColor Coding

syrclean.com 16



SMALL SYRTEX 

CHANGER
Special SYRTex blended 
yarn, looped end with 
band.

MEDIUM SYRTEX 

CHANGER
Special SYRTex blended 
yarn, looped end with 
band.

LARGE SYRTEX 

CHANGER
Special SYRTex blended 
yarn, looped end with 
band.

LARGE POLYHEAD 

SYRTEX CHANGER
Special SYRTex blended 
yarn, looped end with 
band.

LARGE CHANGER W/ 

YELLOW SOCKET
Special Cotton/Rayon 
blend, looped end with 
band.

LARGE CHANGER
Special Cotton/Rayon 
blend, looped end with 
band.

3CC-L-BBY - Blue w/ yellow3CC-L-RRR  - Red
3CC-L-BBB  - Blue
3CC-L-GGG  - Green

3CS-S-RR - Red
3CS-S-BB  - Blue
3CS-S-GG  - Green
3CS-S-YY - Yellow

3CS-M-RR  - Red
3CS-M-BB - Blue
3CS-M-GG  - Green
3CS-M-YY - Yellow

3CS-L-RR  - Red
3CS-L-BB  - Blue
3CS-L-GG  - Green
3CS-L-YY - Yellow
3CS-L-WW - White

3CS-L-BBAU - Blue

MopheadsMOPPING

syrclean.com17



BULLDOG MOP
Syrtex blended socket 
mop perfect for use with 
the Bulldog mop bucket.

SYRSORB MOP
Highly absorbent cut 
end mop to deliver the 
ultimate in hygiene 
mopping. Launderable up 
to 10 times.

MICROFIBER MOP 
Microfiber mophead with 
high absorbency and dirt 
pick-up.

BLUE ALL COTTON MOP 
This all cotton mop is durable 
with great absorption and dirt 
pick up.

WHITE ALL COTTON MOP 
This all cotton mop is durable 
with great absorption and dirt 
pick up.

POLYSTRIP L24 
Microfiber mophead with 
high absorbency and dirt 
pick-up.

3ZL—L-WW - SYRSorb3CM—S-RR  - Red
3CM—S-BB - Blue
3CM—S-GG  - Green
3CM—S-YY - Yellow

3BI-MN-RR - Red
3BI-MN-BB - Blue
3BI-MN-GG - Green
3BI-MN-YY - Yellow

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

3BI-MD-RR - Red
3BI-MD-BB - Blue
3BI-MD-GG - Green
3BI-MD-YY - Yellow

3BI-MX-RR - Red
3BI-MX-BB - Blue
3BI-MX-GG - Green
3BI-MX-YY - Yellow

3CC—L-BB - Blue 3CC—L-WW - White

3CPC -L-WR - Red
3CPC -L-WB - Blue
3CPC -L-WG - Green
3CPC -L-WW - White

MOPPINGMopheads

syrclean.com 18



Whether you prefer string or flat mopping,
everyone can now benefit from this
superb professional quality system.

SIDE TOOL

HOLDERS

DURABLE

DESIGN

COLOR 

CODED

Flat and String mopping 
in one system

syrclean.com19
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MJ EVOLVE
Superb MJ combo with ergonomic wringer and highly 
durable mobile bucket. Works with flat mopping. 

Side tool 
holders

MOPPINGFlat Mopping

syrclean.com 20
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16” STEP ON FLAT MOP HOLDER
Unique folding break frame design. Easy to use at the 
push of a clip. Great for floors, stairs and backboards.

MICROFIBER FLAT MOPHEAD
Easy to attach to the SYR Snapper Flat Mop Holder. 
Launderable, fast and effective.

994651 - Red
994652 - Blue

993948 - Red
993949 - Blue

994653 - Green
994654 - Yellow

993950 - Green
993951 - Yellow

HANG ON BUCKET
Color coded hand buckets which can be fitted to the MJ 
combo, MJ Evolve, Wrangler combo and NU Combine 2.

950051 - Red 
950053 - Blue

950052 - Green
950050 - Yellow

5
QT CPTY

501402R-S  - Red
501402B-S  - Blue

501402G-S  - Green
501402Y-S  - Yellow



The most common sizes of wet string mops weigh between 
16 and 24 ounces; these mops can triple in weight when 
wet. A 16-inch microfiber mop frame and handle with a 
damp mop pad attached weighs just over 2 pounds. This is 
especially concerning because a wet string mop can weigh 
up to three times its dry weight, making it extremely hard on 
the wrists, hips, and back. 

Most of a custodian’s time is devoted to floor care, providing 
lots of opportunities to develop repetitive stress injuries 
(RSI) – the second leading cause of cleaning-related 
injuries.  The term RSI encompasses injuries that affect 
bones, muscles, nerves, and tendons due to overuse.  This 
can be incredibly costly for organizations, and dangerous 
for custodians. Reduced mop weight, combined with an 
ergonomic operating height, puts less strain on the worker’s 
back and prevents fatigue over time.

Microfiber mops are versatile, easy to clean, and have longer 
life cycles than other mop materials in the marketplace.  If 
the user is properly trained with the S-motion mopping 
technique, microfiber mops can quickly cover expansive 
areas with significantly less repetitious motion to the hips. 
Investing in quality flat mopping cleaning equipment 
reduces the amount of time required for floor mopping, 
which in turn can provide long term labor savings.

The SYR flat mop frame has a unique folding design, making 
it simple to clean your pad as you mop. Due to the design, in 
addition to cleaning hard floors you can also use the flat mop 
to clean stairs, back boards and some walls.

The microfibers used in our mop pads, are made by fusing 
polyamide and polyester, then splitting them under high 
pressure. This process creates myriads of tiny filaments 
which can lift and absorb microscopically small soil particles 
(including bacteria), with little or no chemical requirement.

An independent study concluded flat mopping cleaned 4,878 
square feet per hour, compared to just 2,564 square feet per 
hour with a 24oz. string mop head, nearly doubling efficiency. 
The MJ Evolve combines flat mopping with an ergonomic 
operating height. This combination of features provides 
dramatically faster cleaning with less strain, stress, and effort 
than conventional mopping.
 

Microfiber flat mops are an effective way to clean for health 
and sanitation. Unlike cotton mops which naturally start to 
rot from first use, microfiber is synthetic and therefore does 
not deteriorate in the same way. The dense microfiber blend 
promotes deeper penetration for cleaner surfaces and when 
compared to a traditional mop head, microfiber mops can 
reduce bacteria by over 90 percent.

While microfiber mops can cost up to three times the 
price of traditional cotton mops, they last for significantly 
more washings (up to 500 in some cases) and maintain 
their effectiveness much longer. Microfiber durability and 
effectiveness maximizes the ROI within the first 150 washings.

Mopping is the second-leading cause of cleaning-related 
injuries: These types of injuries result in significant financial 
loss to organizations in time, production efficiency, and 
worker’s compensation.  If floor cleaning is a key service in 
business operations, it’s imperative to reduce or remove 
the possibility of repetitive motion injuries by choosing the 
appropriate, ergonomically designed tool for the task at hand.

9

9 Reasons you 
Should be Flat 
Mopping

 YOU COULD BE CLEANING TWICE AS FAST.

COTTON STRING MOPS ARE FULL OF GERMS.

“CHEAPER” COTTON STRING MOPS ARE 
COSTING YOU MORE.

OF ALL THE TASKS JANITORS PERFORM, 
MOPPING IS AMONG THE MOST DANGEROUS.

CLEANERS HAVE A 10LB WEIGHT ATTACHED 
TO THE END OF THEIR MOP.

RSIS LEAD TO AN AVERAGE OF 18 LOST WORK 
DAYS PER INJURY.

FLOOR MOPPING TAKES UP 35–40% OF THE 
WORKING TIME IN MOST CLEANING JOBS.

TRADITIONAL MOPS ARE ONLY GOOD FOR 
CLEANING THE FLOOR.

CHEMICALS RELEASED CAN CONTRIBUTE TO 
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS.

Flat MoppingMOPPING

syrclean.com21



MOPPINGFlat Mopping

NU COMBINE 2 SYSTEM
Features tool holders to keep the mop and bucket
together. Deep sump under heavy duty grid. 

993598 - Red
993599 - Blue

993600 - Green
993601 - Yellow

16” STEP ON FLAT MOP HOLDER
Unique folding break frame design. Easy to use at the 
push of a clip. Great for floors, stairs and backboards.

MICROFIBER FLAT MOPHEAD
Easy to attach to the SYR Snapper Flat Mop Holder. 
Launderable, fast and effective.

994651 - Red
994652 - Blue

993948 - Red
993949 - Blue

994653 - Green
994654 - Yellow

993950 - Green
993951 - Yellow

wrings out flat 
& string mops

works with both MJ Evolve 
& NU Combine 2
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16” POLYSWEEP FRAME
Interchange compatible pocket fitting frame.

24” POLYSWEEP FRAME
Interchange compatible pocket fitting frame.

TREATED COTTON FLAT MOP 
Fringed cotton flat mop, perfect to collect dust and sweep 
floors.

1DTC-18WW - Cotton flat mop

920030 - 16”

920031 - 24”

SUPER DRYING ECO FLAT MOP
Launderable, fast and effective drying of hard floors 
eliminating the risk of slips. 16” in size. Color coded tabs.

994167 - Drying mophead

STEP ON FLAT MOP HOLDER
Unique SYR folding design is easy to use at the push of a clip. 
Great for flat mopping floors but also for cleaning stairs and 
back boards.

P45 SNAPPER MOPHEAD
17.7” wide head to fit the Flat Mop Holder. Suitable for 
applying polish and chemicals to hard floor surfaces.

930362

Flat MoppingMOPPING
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MOPPINGFlat Mopping

Are You In It for 

the Long Haul?

Delivering more for less is a constant 

pressure in the cleaning industry and 

as such cost-in-use, also known as the 

real cost, is beginning to play a vital 

role in supporting business success.

When considering material costs you should reflect on how 
much product is being consumed and the cost per unit. As 
an industry, we tend to opt for the lower priced product, 
which gives us an immediate cost saving. But if we adjust 
our strategy and look at cost, instead of price, how does 
this change our decision?

Some of our biggest savings can be made through reducing 
the time taken to complete a task. Identifying products 
that are fit for purpose and perform well, combined with 
new innovation and best practice, will allow the task to be 
completed in less time, therefore reducing labor cost.

Cost in use is the overall expenditure on products, storage, 
maintenance and labor – it is the sum of our total resource 
usage. It is a more realistic approach to understanding 
what our cleaning operations are currently costing 
and, more importantly, how to reduce costs without 
compromising quality of service.

THE BIG PICTURE

The actual cost of cleaning products and materials typically 
accounts for around 5% of the workplace cleaning budget, 
with labor being approximately 75%. So although the lower 
priced products will give an immediate, small reduction in 
cost, these products may generate the need for additional 
labor, will need to be replaced more frequently and may 
not always achieve the required standards.

Investing in better cleaning equipment will provide great 
savings in the long term.  In the short term the cleaning 
products may be slightly costlier, however, innovative, 
durable, fit for purpose products can provide cost 
reductions far greater than the initial price saving. 

When presented with budget challenges, rather than just 
trying to reduce costs via short-term price reductions, 
complete a detailed review of your operations including 
working practices, products and equipment so that overall 
efficiency improvements deliver the savings required, 
whilst maintaining, or even, improving operational 
performance standards.
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A light and mobile water fed pole 
which provides controllable moisture 
to give smear free dry floors. Ideal for 
daytime cleaning in lightly soiled
areas. 57” long. Features a 16 us fl oz 
internal water reservoir.

993493 - Frame & handle

MICROFIBER PAD
A general use cleaning pad for the 
Rapid Mop system. Launderable and 
highly absorbent.

RAPID PERFORMANCE PAD
A powerful cleaning pad for the Rapid 
Mop system, scrubber strips helps to 
break up stubborn dirt. Launderable.

993103 - Microfiber pad

X0013000 - Performance pad

RAPID MOP

RAPID MOP FILL BOTTLE
Provides a practical and spill-free 
solution to filling the Rapid or Dual mop.

993494 - Fill bottle

color 
coded rings 
included

pads have 
color 

coded tabs

triple 
spray 
jets

TRIPLE SPRAY 

JETS

REDUCES 

WATER 

USAGE

Spray Flat MoppingMOPPING
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DUAL MOP

color 
coded rings 
included

A water fed pole system with a 16 us fl 
oz internal reservoir in the handle that 
sprays water ahead of the mophead. 
Once the area is cleaned, simply flip 
the mop over to dry the floor. Comes 
with color coded rings.

S0047000 - Frame & handle

MICROFIBER CLEANING PAD
Cleaning pad for the dual mop.
Attaches with quick and easy hook and 
loop system.

MICROFIBER DRYING PAD
Highly absorbent drying pad for the 
dual mop. Attaches with quick and 
easy hook and loop system.

S0044000 - Cleaning pad

S0043000 - Drying pad

MOPPINGSpray Flat Mopping
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FOAM FLOOR SQUEEGEE
The fast way to remove spillages from hard floors 
inside/outside use. High grade foam twin blade rubber.

SOFT FOAM FLOOR SQUEEGEE
The fast way to remove spillages from hard floors inside 
use. High grade soft foam twin blade rubber great on 
floors with low/worn grout.

920373-B - Black
992316 - Red
992317 - Blue

17.5”

23.6”

12”
920372-B - Black
920372-R - Red
920372-BL - Blue

920375-B-Foam - Black
920375-G-Foam - Green
992321-Foam - Blue

920375-B - Black
992320 - Red
992321 - Blue
920375-G - Green

SYR SUPER SCRUB
Durable polypropylene hand scrubber great for a variety of 
everyday cleaning tasks.

ALL PURPOSE UTILITY SCRUB
Hand held scrubbing brush with medium bristles and built in 
scraper are great for general cleaning, ideal for hard surfaces.

992238 - Red
992239 - Blue

992251 - Red
992252 - Blue

992253 - Yellow
992254 - White

built in 
scraper

Tailored ToolsDETAILED CLEANING
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PHU BRUSH
Used to clean the Duke PHU piece of equipment.

PHU CLEANING TOOL
Used to clean several PHU pieces of equipment. Including 
Henny Penny, Price Castle and many others.

500201 - MPC tool500200 - PHU brush

WIRE GUM BRUSH
Extremely tough bristled brush designed for removing
gum from sidewalks and driveways.

994597 - Gum brush

26” DRAIN BRUSH
This equipment line drain brush is used for drains and tubing 
with small openings.

TWISTED WIRE BRUSHES
These long handled brushes reach the bottom of fryer to help 
clean the corners, grooves and fryer elements. One is set at a 
right angle to reach under and between coils and fire tubes.

5” DRAIN BRUSH HEAD
This FLOOR drain brush is used with our handle to help clean 
floor drains. Memory bristles are used in the drain brush.

926210 - Black998651 - Black

926108 - Straight

Straight

Right Angled

926107 - Right Angled

DETAILED CLEANINGTailored Tools
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9” UTILITY BRUSH
Short handled scrubbing brush designed for sandwich 
boards, grill boards, pots and pans.

GREASE SCRUB BRUSH
This short handled stiff brush helps clean fryer 
baskets and stubborn build up in corners and walls 
of fryer.

21” ICE BIN BRUSH
Long handled brush designed for ice machines and ice bins.

926202 - Blue

926102 - Blue

926106 -  Yellow

21” FRYER BRUSH
The long handle with large brush head helps clean the
upper fryer walls.

926204 - Yellow

DETAILED CLEANING Tailored Tools
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KUTLETT LETTUCE BRUSH
Tough bristled brush designed for the Silver King Kutlett and 
Kutlett blades.

20” SLICER BRUSH
Short handled cone shaped scrubbing brush designed for all 
areas of meat slicers.

9” CUTTING BOARD BRUSH
Short handled scrubbing brush designed for green cutting 
boards, slicers, tomato slicers and interior of lettuce brute.

12” COFFEE BRUSH
Short handled scrubbing brush designed for coffee pots and 
coffee machines.

926101 - Green

926403 - Blue

926105 - Green

926104 - Red 

INTERCHANGE DECK BRUSH
A stiff bristled brush suited for scrubbing hard floors and 
surfaces.

991731 - Blue
991732 - Green

DETAILED CLEANINGTailored Tools

FRYER CLEANING TOOL KIT
A complete kit of stiff bristled brushes for pressure fryers 
and open fryers.

500501 - Yellow
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Cleaning
Non Slip Flooring

Due to the nature of ‘non slip’ flooring, conventional 

mopping will not, on its own, effectively clean the floor. 

The mop simply deposits dirt into the micro troughs of the 

surface and edges, which not only leaves the floor looking 

dirty, but will eventually take away most of the effectiveness 

of a non slip flooring.

To effectively clean this type of flooring the use of some form of brushware to reach into the 
micro troughs is required. This can be achieved using what SYR describe as a heavy duty floor 
cleaning method - this requires the use of existing mops and buckets, but also a selection of 
brushes and a floor squeegee.

WE SUGGEST THE FOLLOWING PROCESS:

Go over the area with the mop, to take up the excess water.

Use the Squeegee, at a comfortable arms length, pull the squeegee towards you, and tap 
to take off the excess water, slightly overlap for the second pass, and repeat until whole 
area is covered.

Bring all the water into one area, and then mop up the remaining residue.

Use the Scrator brush (page 33) or Deck brush (dependant of size of area) to sweep over 
the wet area, and the grout brush if required in tiled areas or where there are 90º  angles 
i.e. floor meeting wall.

Use the mop and bucket (with cleaning agent), to wet area – at this time do
not use the wringer as you will need to wet clean.

Section off an area to be cleaned and put out warning signs.

Using this method will not only remove the majority of water off the floor, resulting in a dryer 
floor but will also remove more dirt residue, resulting in a clean safe floor with hardly any 
streak or scuff marks.

This method does take more time than a standard mopping process, therefore it is suggested 
that a section at a time is undertaken. If the process seems too long or complex to the 
cleaning operative, then the risk is that the task will not be completed effectively. A rota could 
split areas to ensure that all areas where this type of flooring is present would be cleaned 
using this heavy duty method a section at a time probably once a week i.e. a corridor, dining 
area or a classroom, whilst other methods i.e. standard mopping or use of the floor machine 
be used at all other times.  If and where possible to reduce time, it is effective to use a two 
person team, this would involve person one doing procedures 2, 4 and 6, whilst person two 
would complete procedures 3 and 5.

There is no quick and easy fix for cleaning this type of flooring, but by using the methods 
as described, it would mean that a good clean and effective safety floor can be easily 
maintained, rather than be allowed to get into a poor condition that will take away the 
effectiveness of safety flooring in the first place.

Non Slip FlooringDETAILED CLEANING
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DETAILED CLEANINGNon Slip Flooring
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GROUT BRUSH
Angled tough polypropylene bristles for 
cleaning grout between tiles and floor edges. 
9” wide.

SCRATOR BRUSH
Heavy duty multi-purpose brush with side 
bristles to brush right up to the edge and into 
corners. 11.6” wide.

SWIVEL HEAD DECK SCRUBBER
Compact design ideal for confined spaces. 
Tough scrubbing action to remove ground in 
dirt. 9.44”  wide.

930067 - Red
930068 - Blue

998629 - Red
998626 - Blue
998627 - Black

920034 - Red
920035 - Blue

930069 - Green
930070 - Yellow

998630 - Green
998628 - Yellow

920036 - Green
920029 - Yellow

BrushwareDETAILED CLEANING
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PLASTIC SQUEEGEE
The fast way to remove spillages from hard floors. 
High grade foam twin blade rubber.

HEAVY DUTY SQUEEGEE
Strong steel frame with highly durable solid 
blade squeegee. Choice of Interchange fitting.

SINGLE BLADED RUBBER SQUEEGEE
22” highly durable single solid blade squeegee. 
Very effective and durable on aggressive floors.

992316 - Red  
992317 - Blue

940950 - Interchange  
810376 - Regular

17.7”

17.7” 23.6”

992320 - Red  
992321 - Blue

994692 - Red
994693 - Blue

23.6”

992318 - Green
992319 - Yellow

940951 - Interchange
810377 - Regular

992322 - Green
992323 - Yellow

994695 - Green
994694 - Yellow

994691 - Black

DETAILED CLEANINGSqueegees & Corn Brooms

CORN BROOM KIT
Naturally absorbs dirt, grease and oils. The best green 
alternative to plastic based brushware. Made from 
sustainably sourced corn husk and yucca.

50/50 CORN BROOM
Naturally absorbs dirt, grease and oils. The best green 
alternative to plastic based brushware. Made from 
sustainably sourced corn husk and yucca.

WAREHOUSE CORN BROOM
Naturally absorbs dirt, grease and oils. The best green 
alternative to plastic based brushware. Made from 
sustainably sourced corn husk and yucca.

TOY LOBBY BROOM
Naturally absorbs dirt, grease and oils. The best green 
alternative to plastic based brushware. Made from 
sustainably sourced corn husk and yucca.

JANITORIAL CORN BROOM
Naturally absorbs dirt, grease and oils. The best green 
alternative to plastic based brushware. Made from 
sustainably sourced corn husk and yucca.

941099 - Toy broom

599007 - Janitorial

942123R - 4 heads

942123K-S   - 6 heads & 2 handles

599013 - Warehouse

1

1

2

2

3

3

4
4
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6’-12’ EXTENSION POLE
Made from lightweight and strong aluminium with a 1” diameter. These poles have a 
twist telescopic action for extendable reach with a strong Interchange fitting.

950329 - Extension pole

3’-6’ EXTENSION HANDLE W/SWIVEL GRIP
Lightweight and extendable. Plastic moulded swivel hanging grip.

4’-8’ EXTENSIONS HANDLE W/SWIVEL GRIP
Lightweight and extendable. Plastic moulded swivel hanging grip.

950327BB - 3’-6’

950327AA - 4’-8’

6’-12’ SUPER TAB LOCK EXTENSION POLE
Made from lightweight and strong aluminium with a 1” diameter. These poles have a 
push button telescopic action for extendable reach with a strong Interchange fitting.

950336 - Extension pole

HandlesHARD TO REACH
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HARD TO REACHRisks

Risk
ASSESS & MANAGE

You need to think about what, in your business, 
might cause harm to people and decide whether 
you are doing enough to prevent that harm. This 
is known as a risk assessment. Once you have 
identified the risks, you need to decide how to 
control them and put the appropriate measures 
in place.

A risk assessment is an important step that 
will help you to protect your workers and your 
business, as well as complying with the law. It 
helps you to focus on the risks that really matter 
in your workplace - the ones with the potential 
to cause real harm. In many instances, straight-
forward measures can readily control risks, e.g. 
eliminating the need for ladders to clean high 
level areas. For most, that means simple, cheap 
and effective measures to ensure your most
valuable asset - your workforce - is protected.

Identify the Hazards
First you need to work out how people
could be harmed

Who and How
Decide who might be harmed and how

Evaluate
Evaluate the risks and decide on precautions

Record and Implement
Record and put into practice the results
of your assessment
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TACKY ROLLER
Enclosed lint roller on an extendable handle. Refill rolls 
available.

COBWEB DUSTER
Durable synthetic fiber bristles with strong steel wire frame. 
Easily attached to Interchange.

PREMIUM GOLD DUSTER
Ideal for dusting pipework, radiators, venetian blinds and
flat surfaces. Can be washed and re-used.

TACKY ROLLER REFILL
Lint roller refills to work with the Tacky Roller

830100 - Roller 990749 - Blue

X0031216 - Gold

830200 - 3pk

High and Low LevelHARD TO REACH
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SYR PIPE CLEANER
Specially shaped frame for dusting around pipes and ledges.  Easily attached to Interchange for high level.

SYR FLEXI DUSTER
Ideal for dusting into corners, radiators and confined spaces. Easily attached to Interchange for high level.

PLAYGROUND CLEANING KIT
Ideal for dusting into corners and confined spaces. Extendable 
studloc pole, pipe cleaner with sleeve and flexi duster with sleeve.

920149 - Tool only
994496 - Launderable sleeve

920148 - Tool only 
994498 - Gray sleeve

500300 - Kit

KIT CONTAINS:
1 x Pipe cleaner
1 x Pipe cleaning sleeve
1 x Flexi duster & sleeve
1 X Studloc pole

HARD TO REACHHigh and Low Level
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On average 1 
MST head does 
the same job as 
30 rolls of paper
Blue roll has a number of key properties that make it
particularly useful across a multitude of working
environments and tasks. Unfortunately it is single use,
cannot be recycled and is over consumed and used
inappropriately. It is very often combined with excess
chemical dispensing, which not only leaves surfaces looking 
unclean and full of smears, but also increases cleaning costs.

So let us introduce you to another option.

SYR Multi Surface Cleaning Tool provides a more cost
effective solution with superior cleaning results and can
complete up to 80% of the tasks blue roll is commonly
used for.

* Based on industry averages

*

Multi-Surface CleaningHARD TO REACH
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     MST FRAME
Durable polypropylene MST frame.

994258 -  Frame Only

      GRAY MICROFIBER PAD
Used for stainless steel.

994227 -  Gray Pad

     YELLOW MICROFIBER PAD
Used for laminate wood, glass and general areas.

994229 -  Yellow Pad

      WHITE MICROFIBER PAD
Anti-static microfiber pad. Used for mirrors, digital 
displays and internal windows.

994228 -  White Pad

     BLUE MICROFIBER PAD
Used for laminate wood, glass and general areas.

994226 -  Blue Pad

1

1

2

3

4

5

2 3 4 5

Can be used on internal windows, glass 
and a multitude of hard surfaces. The
surface is left clean, dry and smear free.

THE MULTI-

SURFACE TOOL

interchange
compatible 
for high level 
cleaning

HARD TO REACHMulti-Surface Cleaning
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WHY SPACESAVING?
When folded down, the base trolley
achieves a footprint of just 20” x 22”,
the same as an average mop bucket.

STUNNING
DESIGN,
OPTIMUM
EFFICIENCY

SYR SPACESAVER TROLLIES 
Ideal for limited storage space. Light and manoeuvrable, they are 
big on versatility, with a huge choice of add-on equipment. Several 
world patents are linked with the innovative trolleys and one of these 
allows bins and buckets to be wheeled along with the trolleys, rather 
than lifted on and off. Spacesaver trolleys were developed to fit in 
with every concept of mopping combo that SYR manufactures so 
they really can be tailored to meet specific needs.

SpacesaverTROLLIES

MADE TO ORDER
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STANDARD BASE TROLLEY
Tailor a mobile trolley system to meet your 
specific needs. Solid base works as a low shelf.

993527 - Standard base

CHOOSE THE RIGHT SPACESAVER TROLLEY BASE FOR YOU

FULLY ENCLOSED TROLLEY
Includes Lid/Document Holder & Enclosed 
side keeps shelf contents safe, secure and 
hidden.

994057 - Fully enclosed

SIDE CUT OUT BASE TROLLEY
Tailor a mobile trolley system to meet your 
specific needs. Cut out side creates a space for 
mop bucket.

993528 - Side cut out

TROLLIESSoacesaver
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SAFETY SIGN BRACKET
Clips on and holds ‘A-frame’ safety sign securely. 
Spare bracket can also be fitted to side of trolley to 
allow extra signs to be added.

DOCKING STATION
Allows connection of mopping combos

BIN LID
Lid has document holder, fits over bag.

SLIDE-IN DRAW
Additional storage, lockable version available.

993508 - Bracket

993458 - Dock994217 - Lid

993463 - No lock
993942 - With lock

HAND BUCKET
Moulded polypropylene with grab handle. Perfectly 
designed for the Space saver trolley range to 
provide extra storage.

993459 - Red 
993460 - Blue

993461 - Green
993462 - Yellow

1

3

2

4

5

CUSTOMIZE YOUR

SPACESAVER TROLLEY

WASTE BAG
Spare 22 gallon waste bag. Spare allows you to 
wash one whilst you use the other.

993482 - Waste bag

OUTRIGGER TRAY
Spare outrigger tray which can also be 
used on other side instead of docking 
station to add extra storage space. 
Complete with 3” swivel casters.

994376 - Tray

1

4

2

5

3

SpacesaverTROLLIES
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COMPACT CLEANERS CART
A low cost solution for areas with restricted space. Flip down 
bin lid. Folding handle allows for easy storage. Complete 
with yellow bag.

BLUE VINYL WASTE BAG
An optional blue vinyl waste bag for the
Compact cleaners cart. 20 gallon capacity.
27.5” x 27.5”.

991131 - Compact cart

993228 - Vinyl waste bag

TROLLIESCart
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ClothsCLOTHS & SPONGES

What is Microfiber?
You’ve seen it everywhere; from mops 

to furniture, sportswear to towels – but 

what is microfiber, exactly? And what 

makes it so versatile? 

The microfibers used for cleaning, are made by fusing
polyamide (nylon) and polyester, then splitting them under 
high pressure. This process creates myriads of tiny filaments, 
that when woven into tool and wiped over the surface,
enables it to lift and absorb microscopically small soil
particles (including bacteria).

While the size is important, so is the volume of fibers
contained in the tool, and the strength of the weave. Not 
only does the density determine how effectively the tool will 
be able to clean, but it can also help to reduce the volume of 
microfibers entering the waterways – a serious
environmental concern.

A quality professional microfiber will be manufactured to 
strict standards and can offer multiple environmental and 
health benefits that need to be factored into your cost
evaluation, such as:

> Durability and re-usability can be up to 300 – 500 times
> Minimal water-use, packaging waste and transportation
> Elimination of chemical hazards
> Reduction in strains caused by wring mops,
> Reduction in risk of slips and falls by leaving floors drier
> Effective removal of surface contamination reducing the 
spread of infection

Microfiber cloths may not be as great as some would
make them out to be, but the trade-off between their
origins and what they can offset in terms of paper towel
and cleaning fluid consumption makes them a useful part
of your green cleaning kit.

A GREAT
ADDITION
TO ANY
CLEANING
ARSENAL
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BORDER CLOTHS
General purpose tea-towel.

992659-V - Red

992645R - Red
992646 - Blue

S0019291 - Red
S0019292 - Blue

992641R - Red
992642 - Blue

940371 - Red
940372 - Blue

992647 - Green
992648 - Yellow

S0019293 - Green
S0019294 - Yellow

992643 - Green
992644 - Yellow

940373 - Green
940374 - Yellow

LIGHTWEIGHT MICROFIBER CLOTH 
Lightweight cloth. Knitted microfiber textile. Perfect for 
dust and debris pick up. 16” x 16”.

DISPOSABLE CLOTH
Single use cloths. Low cost value, ideal for everyday wet 
wiping. Aperture spun lace. 16” x 14”.

HEAVYWEIGHT MICROFIBER CLOTH
Heavyweight cloth. Hard-wearing with extra bulk and 
cleaning capacity. Knitted microfiber textile. 16” x 16”.

SUPER CLOTH
Re-usable and washable, ideal for dry dusting and wet 
wiping. Long lasting high tensile viscose. 16” x 15”.

CLOTHS & SPONGESCloths
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Detailed CleaningCLOTHS & SPONGES

GRILL CLOTH
Great for general everyday cleaning of grill areas and 
cooking equipment.

992661-V - Grill cloth

OVEN CLEANING TOOL
Durable polypropylene holder for the oven cleaning cloths.

OVEN CLEANING CLOTHS
Tough on burnt on food and oven grease.

990340 - Oven tool 990341 - Oven cloths

940232 - 50pk
990851 - 100pk

HEAVY DUTY HAND PAD
For easy removal of stubborn stains, burnt on food and 
grease. 9” x 5.9”.
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CLOTHS & SPONGESDetailed Cleaning

WORKS ON *
wall marks
toilet bowls
fabric stains
whiteboards
keyboards
glass adhesive
tea stains
hard surfaces
ovens
soap scum
silver ware
tile grout
leather

S0347000 - Allclean eraser sponges

ALLCLEAN ERASER SPONGES
The eraser sponge is not pre-treated nor does it contain any chemicals to work its magic.
Each sponge measures 4.7” (L) x 2.5” (W) x 1.1” (D).

*SCAN QR CODE
FOR MORE INFO

If only there was a way to 
magically erase all your 
cleaning problems...
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SUPER SWIVEL T-BAR
Unique folding break frame design. Easy to use at the push 
of a clip. Great for floors, stairs and backboards.

OBLONG BUCKET
Oblong bucket perfect for a multitude of uses such as; cleaning, 
plastering or patient care.

WINWASH SLEEVE
Easy to attach to the SYR Snapper Flat Mop Holder. 
Launderable, fast and effective.

940329 - 13.7” Interchange

920276 - Blue

900415 - 14” 

920278 - Green

WINDOW CLEANING KIT
Includes everything you need to effectively 
manage window cleaning tasks.

KIT CONTAINS:
1 x Oblong cleaning bucket
1 x Rn range squeegee
1 x Channel & rubber
1 x Super swivel T-bar
1 x Winwash sleeve

500602B - Blue
500602G - Green

500603B - Blue
500603G - Green

Without handle With handle

RN RANGE SQUEEGEE
Swivel head squeegee for getting into tight corners. Use 
with channel & rubber which is available in 6 sizes. 

910072 - 12”
930462 - 14” 
930463 - 22”

Channel & rubber

930591 - Interchange

Window CleaningGLASS & OUTDOOR
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GLASS & OUTDOORDustpans

EFFECTIVE &
EFFICIENT
SPILLAGE
CONTROL

QUICKLY DEAL WITH SPILLAGES & BREAKAGES TO HELP 

MAINTAIN A CLEAN AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR CUSTOMERS.

Extra wide lobby pan lip provides wider reach when collecting liquids and debris.
Squeegee brush has a soft bristled side for breakages and a squeegee for spills.

• Durable
• Lightweight
• Perfect to collect 
  broken glass and sharps
• Built in brush comb

LOBBY SPILL KIT
Extra wide lip is designed with the operator in mind. The 
brush features soft bristles on one side and a squeegee on 
the other.

S0190291 - Red
S0190292 - Blue

S0037291 - Red
S0037292 - Blue
990799       - Handle

Spare Squeegee Brush

S0190293 - Green
S0190294 - Yellow

S0037293 - Green
S0037294 - Yellow
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ANGLE BROOM
Designed to sweep right into the corners and tight spaces. 
13” wide.

940164 - Red
940165 - Blue
940166 - Yellow
940167 - Green

940164-FLGD - Red
940165-FLGD - Blue
940166-FLGD - Yellow

Standard bristles Flagged bristles

LUCY DUSTPAN
Durable polypropylene dustpan with handle. Great for 
general sweeping and cleaning  tasks.

L1722291 - Red
L1722292 - Blue

L1722293  - Green 
L1722294  - Yellow

LOBBY DUSTPAN
Ergonomic polypropylene durable lobby dustpan. Brush has 
soft bristles with a plastic handle.

STAINLESS STEEL LOBBY DUSTPAN
Deluxe stainless steel. Pan size 11.8” wide. Deluxe Lobby 
Brush has soft bristles with a plastic handle.

X0089210 - Dustpan
X0181000 - Dustpan & brush

X0149000 - Deluxe lobby brush947878 - Dustpan only
992133 - Dustpan & brush

992129 - Lobby brush head only 
993508 - Combo clip

DustpansGLASS & OUTDOOR
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32” REACHER TOOL
Lightweight aluminium rubberised grip and positive trigger 
control for removal of litter.

981001 - Reacher tool

GLASS & OUTDOOROutdoor Cleaning
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LARGE HEAVY DUTY HARD BROOM
Versatile and durable for everyday sweeping tasks.
Hard bristles for outdoor use. Hang tag for storage. 19.5” wide.

992303 - Red
992304 - Blue

992305 - Green
992306 - Yellow



YELLOW WATER BUCKET
Durable bucket with carry handle and smooth casters.

BUILDERS BUCKET
Made from tough and durable polypropylene with steel
handle and plastic handhold.

BRONZE GREASE BUCKET
Durable bucket with carry handle and smooth casters.

CARRY CADDY
Multi-sectioned, durable and chemical resistant 
polypropylene.

998650 - Yellow

L1425209 - Black

998649 - Bronze

L2012292 - Blue 
992665 - Yellow

L2012220 - Green

Buckets and CaddyCLEANERS ESSENTIALS
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5QT ‘SANITIZER’ BUCKET
Durable polypropylene bucket printed ‘Sanitizer’.

5QT HANG ON ‘SANITIZER’ BUCKET
Durable polypropylene bucket with lip for hanging. Optional 
‘Sanitizer’ print.

5QT ‘CLEANER’ BUCKET
Durable polypropylene bucket printed ‘Cleaner’.

NAIL SANITIZER KIT
Durable polypropylene bucket with a hanging lip. Supplied 
bracket allows easy mounting to a wall. Complete with a nail 
brush.

950051 - Red
950053 - Blue

950051-LBL - Red
950053-LBL - Blue

K993461 - Green

992716 - Red
950052 - Green
950050 - Yellow

926507 - Yellow

K993459 - Red 
K993460 - Blue

K993462 - Yellow

No Print

‘Sanitizer’ Print

CLEANERS ESSENTIALSPrinted Hand Buckets
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GRILL CLOTH
Great for general everyday cleaning of grill areas and 
cooking equipment.

992661-V - Grill cloth

OVEN CLEANING TOOL
Durable polypropylene holder for the oven cleaning cloths.

OVEN CLEANING CLOTHS

Tough on burnt on food and oven grease.

990340 - Oven tool 990341 - Oven cloths

FLOOR & WALL CLEANER
Tough on ground in dirt, stains and heel marks. Add your 
choice of Floor & Wall Pad to strip, scrub, buff or polish.

FLOOR & WALL PAD
Tough on ground in dirt, stains and heel marks. Add your 
choice of Floor & Wall Pad to strip, scrub, buff or polish.

950410 - Strip 
940138 - Scrub

920050 - Pad holder 940139 - Polish 
940137 - Buff

Pads and ClothsCLEANERS ESSENTIALS
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MINI SCRAPER W/BLADES
Multi purpose scraper for use on most hard surfaces. Rust 
resistant alloy frame and toughened steel blade.

OUTDOOR SCRAPER
5 inch scraper great for removing gum from concrete and 
blacktop. Blades sold separately.

940200 - Scraper

940195 - Scraper
800131 - 5 Blades

8L PRESSURE SPRAYER
Manual pressure sprayer with ergonomic handle/pump and 
adjustable nozzle.

994847 - No label
994847 - Outside label

STEEL GRIDDLE CLEANER
For removing burnt food and grease from griddles at high 
temperatures. Use with griddle cleaner pads.

X0185000 - Steel holder

GRIDDLE SCREEN & PADS
Designed to fit the griddle cleaners to clean off burnt on 
food and grease when in contact with griddle surface.

X0182000 - Screens

CLEANERS ESSENTIALSCleaners Necessities
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2 PRONG WIRE TOOL RACK
Securely holds 2 cleaning tools with hanging rings to walls 
or cupboards to help create a tidy environment.

7 PRONG WIRE TOOL RACK
Securely holds 7 cleaning tools with hanging rings to walls 
or cupboards to help create a tidy environment.

GRIP-IT 3 TOOL HOLDER
SYR Grip-It tool holders securely hold handles and 
cleaning tools to walls or cupboards for a tidy cleaners 
cupboard.

4 PRONG WIRE TOOL RACK
Securely holds 4 cleaning tools withhanging rings to walls 
or cupboards to help create a tidy environment.

GRIP-IT TOOL HOLDER
SYR Grip-It tool holders securely hold handles
and cleaning tools to walls or cupboards for a tidy 
cleaners cupboard.

K992675 - 7 prong
992675 - 7 pring w/fittings

940354 - 3 tool

K992674 - 2 prong
992674 - 2 prong w/ fittings

K992676 - 4 prong
992676 - 4 prong w/ fittings

940353 - 1 tool

1

1

2

2

3

3

5

5

4

4

StorageCLEANERS ESSENTIALS
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Toilets and washrooms account for

up to 70% of the cleaning spend in 

most buildings.

Making a good lasting impression is the key to 
washroom perception, whether that be to encourage 
repeat business in hotels and restaurants, or to ensure 
staff health and wellbeing in the workplace.

A spotless washroom helps build customer confidence 
and establish relationships - 15% of people are unlikely 
to return to a location where they encountered unclean 
toilets. An investment in cleaning washrooms is 
therefore an investment in business growth.

If washroom aren’t kept clean and hygienic, loss of
custom isn’t the only potential consequence. The 
spread of germs from ineffective cleaning and 
sanitising can lead to an outbreak of highly infectious 

illnesses. Health and safety incidents can negatively 
affect a business’ reputation, while staff absence and 
injury claims can have a big impact on a business’ overall 
profitability.

Washroom fittings and the range of materials used in
surfaces such as marble, stainless steel, slate and glass
can make washrooms more complex to clean.Establishing 
effective and efficient cleaning regimes, using the right 
color coded products and providing comprehensive 
training for cleaning operatives is the key to maintaining 
cleanliness and reducing cross-contamination in the 
washroom.

It is also important to recognize that over time, processes 
and places of work change, so it’s important that 
companies refresh products and training if the cleaning 
need changes. Although you can never totally eradicate 
bacteria, using the right product, in the right way, in the 
right environment will minimise risk.

The Impact of a Clean 
Washroom on a Business

WASHROOM HYGIENEWashroom Essentials
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Washroom EssentialsWASHROOM HYGIENE

TOILET BRUSH & OPEN 

BOWL
Floor standing. White bleach 
resistant polypropylene.

HANGING TOILET BRUSH 

& HOLDER
Floor standing. White bleach 
resistant polypropylene. Brush 
simply hangs in place.

X0146202 - Set
X0172202 - Replacement brush X0147202 - Set

X0172202 - Replacement brush

STEEL TOILET BRUSH & 

HOLDER
Brush and holder in polished 
stainless steel. Ventilated top with 
stainless steel handle and lid.

X0148210 - Set

WHITE & BLACK TOILET 

BRUSH
Durable and chemical resistant 
polypropylene toilet brush with
secondary head to clean around 
underside of toilet bowl.

926303 - Toilet brush

32” REACHER URINAL TOOL
Lightweight aluminium rubberised 
grip and positive trigger control for 
removal of used urinal screens and 
urinal deodorizer blocks.

981001 - Reacher tool
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CARRY CADDY
Multi-sectioned, durable and chemical resistant 
polypropylene.

992665 - Yellow

LADY PICK UP AND GO SYSTEM
The perfect kit for general everyday string mopping tasks. 
Durable polypropylene build.

K970290 - 2” caster

501602 - Red
501603 - Blue

501606 - Red
501607 - Blue

4pc Handle

Standard handle

501609 - Green
501604 - Yellow

501610 - Green
501608 - Yellow

KIT CONTAINS:
1 x 4pc Handle/standard handle
1 x SYRTex blended mop
1 x Lady mopping system

KLEENSCREEN
Kleenscreens have an integral perfume block.

DEODOSCREEN
DeodoScreens use a 30 day impregnated floral deodorant.

X0128000 - DeodoScreen X0129000 - Kleenscreen

WASHROOM HYGIENEWashroom Essentials
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RESTROOM KIT
A useful starter kit for maintaining 
every-day restroom hygiene.

KIT CONTAINS:
1 x Carry caddy
1 x All purpose utility scrub brush
1 x Toilet brush

YELLOW & BLACK TOILET BRUSH
Durable and chemical resistant polypropylene toilet 
brush with secondary head to clean around underside of 
toilet bowl.

926304 - Toilet brush

500500 - Kit
992665 - Caddy only

ALL PURPOSE UTILITY SCRUB
Durable polypropylene hand scrubber great for a variety of 
everyday cleaning tasks.

992251 - Red
992252 - Blue

992253 - Yellow
992254 - White

Washroom EssentialsWASHROOM HYGIENE

9” RESTROOM BRUSH
Short handled scrubbing brush designed for toilets and 
urinals.

926103 - Black
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> Reducing water consumption
> Reducing plastic waste over its lifetime
> Reducing chemical usage
> Recycling materials destined for landfill
> Reducing volume of waste being sent to landfill

We use our manufacturing expertize and state of the art production 

techniques to minimise product waste and maximise product life 

expectancy whilst creating a product that will support the

environment through:

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTSMopping Combos
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REIMAGINED
RECYCLED PLASTICS



WRANGLER COMBO
Durable mop bucket and wringer with a strong pick up 
and go handle and easy 3” swivel casters. . Made from a 
hard-wearing recycled plastic.

TC20-R 
Strong carry handle and sturdy legs with 3” casters & color 
coded wringer. Accepts string mops from 340g to 510g. 
Made from a durable recycled plastic.

S0332291 - Red
S0332292 - Blue

S0332293 - Green
S0332294 - Yellow

SAFEGUARD-R CAUTION SIGN
100% recycled durable moulded
polypropylene safety warning sign. Printed using a unique
in-mould print injection, which ensures high resolution images.

S0340000 - Safeguard-R caution sign

Mopping CombosSUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
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14
QT CPTY

17
QT CPTY

962001  - Red
962001B  - Blue

962001G  - Green 
962001Y  - Yellow



RAPID MOP
A light and mobile waterfed pole 
system which provides controllable 
moisture to give smear free dry floors. 
Ideal for daytime cleaning in lightly 
soiled areas. 57” long. Features a 16 
us fl oz internal water reservoir.

993493 - Frame & handle

MICROFIBER PAD
A general use cleaning pad for the 
Rapid Mop system. Launderable and 
highly absorbent.

RAPID PERFORMANCE PAD
A powerful cleaning pad for the 
Rapid Mop system, scrubber strips 
helps to break up stubborn dirt. 
Launderable.

993103 - Microfiber pad

X0013000 - Performance pad

MICROFIBER CLEANING PAD
Cleaning pad for the dual mop.
Attaches with quick and easy hook 
and loop system.

MICROFIBER DRYING PAD
Highly absorbent drying pad for the 
dual mop. Attaches with quick and 
easy hook and loop system.

S0044000 - Cleaning padS0043000 - Drying pad

DUAL MOP
A waterfed pole system with a 16 us fl 
oz internal reservoir in the handle that 
sprays water ahead of the mophead. 
Once the area is cleaned, simply flip 
the mop over to dry the floor. Comes 
with color coded rings.

S0047000 - Frame & handle

color coded
rings included

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTSSpray Flat Mopping
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MULTI SURFACE TOOL (MST)

Can be used on internal windows, mirrors, 
glass areas and a multitude of hard 
surfaces. The surface is left perfectly clean, 
instantly dry and smear-free.

994258 - MST Frame only

WHITE MICROFIBER PAD
Anti-static microfiber pad. Used for mirrors, digital 
displays and internal windows.

994228 -  White Pad

GRAY MICROFIBER PAD
Used for stainless steel.

994227 -  Gray Pad

BLUE MICROFIBER PAD
Used for laminate wood, glass and general areas.

994226 -  Blue Pad

YELLOW MICROFIBER PAD
Used for laminate wood, glass and general areas.

994229 - Yellow Pad

interchange
compatible 
for high level 
cleaning

Multi Surface CleaningSUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
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On average 1 
MST head does 
the same job as 
30 rolls of paper
Blue roll has a number of key properties that make it
particularly useful across a multitude of working
environments and tasks. Unfortunately it is single use,
cannot be recycled and is over consumed and used
inappropriately. It is very often combined with excess
chemical dispensing, which not only leaves surfaces looking 
unclean and full of smears, but also increases cleaning costs.

So let us introduce you to another option.

SYR Multi Surface Cleaning Tool provides a more cost
effective solution with superior cleaning results and can
complete up to 80% of the tasks blue roll is commonly
used for.

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTSMulti Surface Cleaning
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ICONS/ABOUT SYR

DISCOVER HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR
BUSINESS UNLOCK ITS TRUE POTENTIAL

SYR Focus team can support cleaning improvements across a wide range of sectors:

Every environment we encounter is different and our FOCUS team use their expertize to evaluate these unique 
challenges and provide solutions. We look at every little detail - so you don’t have to - and recommend new
procedures and equipment which will help your business unlock the key to your cleaning success story.

Retail Restaurants Transportation HosptalityHealthcare IndustrialOfficesEducation

WE ARE
CLEANING EXPERTS,
NOT SALES REPS
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Changing the Way You 
Think About Cleaning

 

CREATE BESPOKE 
SOLUTIONS

DRIVE 
SUSTAINABILITY

SLIP FALL

TESTING
INDEPENDENT
ASSESSMENTS

ENSURE 
COMPLIANCE

TRAIN CLEANING  
OPERATIVES

DELIVER MORE 
FOR LESS

EXPLORE LATEST 
INNOVATION

IMPROVE 
STANDARDS

Our FOCUS team are highly skilled technical advisors with years of industry experience, combined with a
passion for advancing cleaning practices. With an investigative, site-focused approach, they can analyze your 
current cleaning practices, producing a detailed report which offers recommendations and tailored solutions for 
your business. And when you are ready, they will even train and support your cleaning team – providing work-
shops, videos, training materials and multiple site visits to help you embed the changes.

If you are interested in booking our Focus team for an on-site assessment you can contact them via email or 
telephone:

focus.team@syrclean.com
+1 816 232 4100

Alternatively, you can find out more about our Focus team and the support they can offer your business on our 
website at:

www.syrclean.com/meet-focus-team

“What else can you ask 
for in your tools, Quality, 

Durability and Affordability 
all in one great product. 

SYR Tools, they keep 
Krispy Kreme Clean”

K-Mac Enterprises
Taco Bell

Scott Wilson
Manager Process Quality Operations

Book an Evaluation Today
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“We have used SYR for many years & have 
never been disappointed. SYR is quick to 
share the newest products available that 

will help us take care of our business & 
customers. I would highly recommend 

adding SYR to your team!”



WE DESIGN PUBLICATIONS
From flyers to catalogs and bottles to
exhibition stands, our team have the experience and 
know-how to develop outstanding digital
print publications for your business.

WE TAKE PHOTOS
Product and action imagery can be provided
in formats and sizes of your choice. High quality
images will help users see products in their best light, 
providing a more professional appearance.

WE CREATE VIDEOS
Take a modern approach to your sales strategies with the 
support of great online video content
such as product tutorials and educational videos. 

Our designers have worked on 1000’s of projects and have 
experience across many different industry sectors. Our 
creative thinking and attention to detail means there’s no 
compromise on the quality of what we produce.

However, great design alone does not get results. That’s 
why our graphic designers and marketing team work
together to create design concepts and marketing
materials that fit your business perfectly.

BENEFITS

Increase sales through the use of promotional marketing materials

Utilise high resolution images to help publications stand out and 
increase online viewer interaction

Apply your own brand styling to reinforce and strengthen your brand 
identity

Communicate information in a clear & concise manner, using
info-graphics and images.

Deliver a memorable buying experience for your customers

Support your company marketing budgets - let us market your 
products for you.

WE CREATE
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GET IN TOUCH
If you would like to explore how the SYR creative team can
support your business, please email creative@syrclean.com

Alternatively, you can discuss your ideas with your SYR sales 
manager or request a creative sample pack by visiting our
website www.syrclean.com
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2020/2021 PRODUCT CATALOG

SCOT YOUNG RESEARCH INC

MISSOURI, USA
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